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Sanitary Towel Prompts TSA To Grope Sexual
Assault Victim
Forget concealed guns, knives, explosives, the real threat comes from gladrags

Via Fly With Dignity (Left image courtesy David Vincent Wolf, right image courtesy Max Trombly)

Steve Watson
Prisonplanet.com
Thursday, Nov 25th, 2010
Menstruating women beware. If you intend to travel, your panty-liners are now considered
suspicious objects, after all you could be concealing a bomb in there.
The latest insane TSA transgression answers questions that were raised last week when it was
revealed naked body scanners can also detect sanitary napkins.
New York Times reporter Joe Sharkey wrote Monday that he was getting a lot of requests for
information from female frequent fliers.
“Do the imagers, for example, detect sanitary napkins?” women wanted to know. “Yes,” wrote
Sharkey.
“Does that then necessitate a pat-down? The TSA couldn’t say. Screeners, the TSA has said, are
expected to exercise some discretion.” the article continued.
“And what about tampons?” asked the blog Feminist Peace Network. “They look kind of like
sticks of dynamite. Are they going to ask us to pull them out and show them just to be sure?”
The answer, judging from one woman’s written testimony, seems to be yes.
A customer of popular women’s health company, Gladrags, relayed her recent experience at
the hands of the TSA via email.
In short, she was asked to walk through a radiation firing naked body scanner and complied. The
scanner produced a naked image of her, but because her sanitary towel was obscuring her most
intimate parts from prying eyes, the TSA agents pulled her aside for a full groin search. Not
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something to be relished by any person, let alone someone who has previously suffered sexual
assault.
Here is the woman’s email in full:
“This email isn’t going to be as polished as I would normally send, but I’m upset
and I don’t want what happened to me to happen to anyone else (if I can stop it).
I recently traveled via air, and was subjected to that new scanning device. “No
problem,” I thought. I was wearing jeans and a linen tanktop, bra, panties, and one
camouflage pantyliner.
I’m a rule follower, so I never have any problems at the airport. Not this time. I was
stopped, and then held for 15 minutes while they tried to find a female supervisor. I
couldn’t get to my bag, my shawl or my shoes; just standing there while the TSA
agents kept me in one place.
Now, I don’t want this to be about bad TSA agents; they were doing their job, they
were as delicate as they could be, etc., etc. But what ultimately happened is that I
was subjected to search so invasive that I was left crying and dealing with
memories that I thought had been dealt with years ago of prior sexual assaults.
Why?
Because of my flannel panty-liner. These new scans are so horrible that if you are
wearing something unusual (like a piece of cloth on your panties) then you will be
subjected to a search where a woman repeatedly has to check your “groin” while
another woman watches on (two in my case – they were training in a new girl –
awesome).
So please, please, tell the ladies not to wear their liners at the airport (I didn’t even
have an insert in). I’m a strong, confident woman; I’m an Army vet (which is why
those camo liners crack me up), I work full-time and go to graduate school full-time,
I have a wonderful husband, and I don’t take any nonsense from anyone. I don’t
dramatize, and I don’t exaggerate. I’m trying to give you a sense of who I am so
you won’t think that this is a plea for attention, or a jumping on the bandwagon
about the recent TSA proposed boycott.
I just don’t want another woman to have to go through the “patting down” because
she didn’t know that her glad-rag would be a matter of national security.”
Chalk up another ritual humiliation at the hands of the TSA, protecting us from terrorists by
forcing women to remove their underwear napkins and groping their vaginas in public.
When will this insanity end?
——————————————————————
Steve Watson is the London based writer and editor at Alex Jones’ Infowars.net, and regular
contributor to Prisonplanet.com. He has a Masters Degree in International Relations from the
School of Politics at The University of Nottingham in England.

Stock up for the Holidays with eFoods Direct and get FREE Shipping!
Have You Heard The News? - Prison Planet.tv is Going Supernova! - Don't Miss Out! Get
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205 Responses to “Sanitary Towel Prompts TSA To Grope Sexual Assault Victim”
malc Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:59 am

sick bastards they need shot wtf is wrong with you americans if they done that s--- were i live
in Northern Ireland there would be information gathered on these people and a sledgehammer
taken to there door in the early hours of the morning and at the very least would end up in
hospital with severe injuries.
FIND OUT WERE THESE PEOPLE LIVE AND DEAL WITH THEM!!!!!

Future Echoes Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:07 am

HERE HERE!!!!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 1:16 pm

We may have disagreed before malc, Though I think you absolutely right.
They are treating our women and children like PRISONERS. Only problem for these devilish
bastards is that WE ARE NOT IN A PRISON. We can follow you home PIGS!
You are going to stick your nasty fingers In/On our 14 year old daughters that are
menstruating?
We warned you REPEATEDLY to stop. Your head fukn monkey tells us all that we will NOW BE
PUNISHED for voting against his buddies.
You will GET YOUR HANDS OFF OF OUR Daughters and Wives, one way or the other.
WHO THE FUK ARE YOU TO TELL A WOMAN TO REMOVE HER TAMPON?!
Where is the First Lady on this? Is she getting her vagina probed and her tampon inspected
before getting on Air Force 1?
What a disgraceful first family.
Next, any cop on the street can stop a group of teenage girls and make them pull down their
pants for an inspection? Including removing their tampons?
They are not going to stop until they ARE STOPPED. The government isn’t going to protect you,
they are the ones raping your Mom and Sisters.
Time to punish THEM!

Captain Ron Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:28 pm

Yeah… you go boy.
LOL!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:30 pm

Oh cool, Creamy muffy ron ron makes his appearance.
You had a nice turkey dinner I hope?

dracula Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 3:41 pm

I TOTALLY AGREE THE BASTARDS NEED TO BE TAUGHT A LESSON AND WE NEED TO END THE
TYRANNY OF THESE BASTARDS AND I MEAN THAT UGLY TOAD JANET NAPOLEON COMPLEX OR
IS DER FUERORS FACE
TIME TO TAKE BACK THIS COUNTRY WE HAVE THAT OPTION IN THE CONSTITUTION AND THEY
SAY WE DONT THEY ARE REALLY WRONG
ITS HANGING TREE TIME FOR THEM SONSOFFEMALEDOGS

Captain Ron Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:27 pm

Whats a little gropin?
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Hell, two unjust wars, banker bailouts, stolen elections, 9/11 building demolition with 3000+
souls murdered, complete outsourcing of americas manufacturing infrastructure, an unheard
budget deficit that YOUR children will pay for!
So why so angry over a little groping?
Really??? Gropin is whats got you ignorant f u c k s all riled up?
Weak little minds… with even weaker souls.
Dumbasses….

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:54 pm

Funny you should ask pervert,
“A little gropin of a Child will get you 30 years in prison.” (Though the familia would probably
pay you a visit well before your sentence was up.)

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:01 pm

Sorry, forgot to mention;
“Unless of course you are a TSA Agent of the Government”. (Then you get paid for raping kids
and running to the bathroom after you feel up a smokin hot chick.)

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:03 pm

HEADLINE REPORT!!!………………
TSA AGENTS masturbate more than any other quasi mentally competent PROFESSION(?)….
Stay Tuned for breaking details………..

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:06 pm

This JUST IN………
No, They do not wash their hands after sticking them into thousands of orrifices a day and
masturbating…. That’s STARTLING 411 Rich, Can you confirm this?
It is confirmed by insiders (No pun intended) that they Do NOT, Repeat, DO NOT wash their
hands.
Well, there you have it folks, and now to the weather…..

MARK OF THE BEAST Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:19 am

“When will the insanity end”? It will not, and I am very sorry to say this, but it is true.
TSA is not looking for terrorists, and are simply conditioning the sheople for a wartime, martial
law environment which will erupt in America in 2011 due to economic collapse and the resulting
rage of the welfare dole addicted. The NWO/Bilderberg scum want very tight security controls in
place as they prepare for accelerated population reduction through imprisonmnet, forced labor,
medical treatment rationing, food rationing, utiity rationing. travel restrictions. Road blocks with
intrusive check points and the continued take over of private corperations through the guise of
liberalism and environmentalism. Both have been brainwashed into the minds of many weak
minded sheople dumbed down by the state controlled piss poor educational system.
This is a perfect storm of economic collapse, desease, famine, military mercenaries and weather
wars initiated by HAARP. The intentional floods, storms, snow, and ice storms of bibilical
proportion are being perpretated now globally, and most currently is a artic blizzard assualt on
the Pacific West which will devestate the ability of Californnia to produce fruits and vegetables.
HAARP can also initiate massive quakes, tornaodes, hurricans, and even ignite volcanic
eruptions, and the NWO plans to do so anywhere they choose.
Folks this is serious so prepare before prices of all commodities go balistic, as the dollar
descends into the depths of hell.

Promitheas Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 4:17 pm

This is exactly what is happening, finally someone is able to see through the facade, it is not
about taking the bus or the train it is about our liberties. I have been saying the same, the
government is no longer democratic it is fascistic and it is run by the military the industry
around the military and the Wall street financiers, and in the name of terrorism they can
terrorize us, create wars, and they are not accountable to anything and for this reason THEY
ARE DICTATORS and this means they are also immune to prosecution.
As you understand now it sounds comical to them when talking about constitution amendment
rights. Bush himself said what he thinks about the constitution.
To me the real terrorists are CIA, Mossad, and wall street financiers.
Eventually it will become like in the Nazi Germany. These people have already got away with
many crimes and lies for very long time now. The Vietnam war started with lies, did someone
prosecuted ?

AnnaLynn Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 6:56 pm

Mark of the Beast and Promitheas: Right on the $.
Not only have they gotten away with many crimes for a long time, but all this has been
carefully planned for a long time. They know that most of the masses are completely fooled and
asleep spiritually so they broadcast their intentions to us in plain sight in various ways such as
putting little ‘hints’ in movies and music. I call it “predictive programming”. They are at least 25
years ahead in technology over what they allow the sheeple to have such as HAARP technology.
They had that ability 30 to 50 years ago, possibly longer. I was watching the old 1970 movie
“Earthquake” with Charleton Heston a few months ago and noticed one of the Illuminati’s
“signs” in that film. Toward the end of the movie after the earthquake had demolished the city,
Charleton Heston and the other actors were standing in the middle of the street and you could
see plainly a huge sign hanging sideways on a building in the background with the words H A R
P in all caps and nothing else on the sign! Predictive programming………
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CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:18 pm

Nice to hear you speak from your heart AnnaLynn.
When you learn to focus that monstrous intellect that you have, you will be a force to be
reckoned with and VERY helpful in teaching others in the TRUTH MOVEMENT.

kenn Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:24 am

Looks like government is curious as to just how far Afraidicans will go to fly the friendly skies.
Looks like we’re pretty much willing to do about anything… Next will be Vagina and Anal
inspections… Betcha a fiat dollar most Afraidicans will do it

)

TiredFarmer Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:40 am

PrisonPlanet & posters stated it very well: These b*stards are nothing more than pervs and will
do all things sick that pervs can think of doing to a fellow human. Now they want to
“Unionize”…a sanctioned “Union” for Perverted Sick F*cks. Nowhere has it shown to enhance
security with acts of scanning and crotch feeling. These same acts are done on a regular basis
by farmers to their cattle herds. All that’s left to do is slap a brand on our azzes and send us off
the the FEMA pens. There we can wallow in our own excrement as we wait our turn in the kill
chute.

AnnaLynn Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:03 pm

They really do think of us as cattle. That’s why they refer to us as “goyim” which is a jewish
word for human cattle. And they really are planning on branding those they don’t “cull” with a
“mark of the beast”, probably a computer chip. But most of the cattle are going to be culled.
It’s really sad because it doesn’t have to be this way. All anyone has to do is repent and turn to
Christ. But people are so stubborn. They either don’t believe in Him at all or they believe in “a
christ” but not the real One, who requires you to follow Him (the Truth/john 14:6). Most believe
in a blue eyed, long haired European “Christ” that is really the antichrist in disguise.
Institutional “christianity” is controlled by the government, including the bible seminaries. Jesus
said that “if you really search for Me with all your heart, you will find Me.” That’s the only way
you will ever find Him, not through a “church”.

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:55 pm

We are branded every time we by a brand name product..: I only us Mac products. I’m a Mac
girl not a PC girl. I won’t buy products with their brand stamped all over the item. I pull the car
name off my vehicle and I will not be buying any more items made by factory slaves! No debt
or credit cards either and I bank at a credit union (Dumped BofA aka Whore of America) take
that transnational corporate monsters and the evil banking cartel! You’re not getting my energy
or money!

Cydonia Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:07 am

It is now up to the American people to physically stop this horrendous violation of their 4th
Amendment rights from happening to them. If they do not, then I submit that they deserve
whatever FEMA camps or genocidal execution (MASSIVE X-rays) that they are subjected to.
This describes most Americans: There are none who are more enslaved than those who think
they are free and yet they are not.
There are, of course, those who know that we are NOT free but are too afraid to take the
necessary action. These people are “rightfully” terrified by the very tyrannical government that
has sworn to protect them from terror.
The skull is pulling off its skin.
I await the police…I mean, the perverts.

teebry Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:18 am

I wondered how long before this happened. Next they’ll be pulling tampons out of women. How
sick does this have to get?

AnnaLynn Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:05 pm

Actually, they are mocking us.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:06 pm

In the SICKEST way that one could imagine.
I wonder just how many kids have been Raped To Date by this government.
Like the “Debt Clock”, We need a Rape Clock.
Honey you want to fly to Arizona to visit the Grand Canyon?
Maybe, Let’s check the Rape Clock first though ok honey? You know that I don’t like strange
men with their fingers in my vagina, that just came out of some guy’s ass.

Randyrocker Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:23 am

This White House has an American woman’s blood on their hands. Michelle Obama what do you
think of your husband now?
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Randyrocker Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:25 am

America, the target of all of your angst should be the White House. The TSA and Homeland
Security get their orders from the President and his motley Washington crew.

rbowne Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 12:40 pm

And, the whole motley crew, takes its orders from the corporate mob!

rust Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:44 am

Tampon Search Agency.

Bill O Rights Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:54 am

Chertoff is making MILLIONS off of the scanners.
The images that the scanners create of children ARE child pornography.
Kurt Haskell has given us evidence that the Underwear Bomber was a Covert Op to usher in the
scanners.
The GROIN SEARCHES are punishment and a way to push people into Chertoff’s scanners.
The MEDIA is willfully helping the TSA/government advance the erosion of our rights and bring
in the POLICE STATE.
There is NO accountability for the TSA agents who abuse citizens.
Congress and other government officials have been exempted from the abuse.
The TSA has lied to us about every single thing pertaining to this issue.
They abuse our family members in front of us and if we complain they arrest us.
They will use the propganda created by not using the scanners on Opt Out day and the media’s
related lies to suggest that the public supports their actions.
A few days after Thanksgiving, the scanners will be back and the GROIN SEARCHES will be back
and even MORE INVASIVE because they will insist that is what the public wants.
In a very short time, they will bring this to the trains, buses, subways, and city streets.
If we do not stop this erosion of our rights, tyranny will be the legacy we leave our children.

dracula Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 3:49 pm

chertoff works for george soros the nazie

red_dust Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 1:04 pm

my spell checker keeps changing pub ic area to public

bmonteith1 Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:08 pm

try pubelick

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:30 pm

Bawhahahaha, very funny, my first post was deleted because I was talking about hitting a tsa if
they touched my crotch. I think Alex Jones will get blamed if people talk about violence on this
on his site so I am going to have to watch myself. So I’m not going to say this again except in
this context.
My last post makes absolutely no sense without the first one above it. I have been ranting
about not flying and now I have to. My daughter is in the hospital with pancreatic and
gallbladder problems. I’m going to have to bite the bullet and fly in a couple days. Someone
has to take care of her kids and Grandma (me) volunteered. I’m a sexual abuse surviver and I
don’t know how I am going to handle someone touching me in a stressful situation. This really
is an awful situation to deal and then I have to deal with the TSA.

Randyrocker Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 1:29 pm

Alex Jones is right this is a form of conditioning. The whole essence by the government is that
they’re in bed with the rapacious banksters and know that with the FED printing endless
streams of paper money that is making all money worth less, and a population that will soon
see the rise of all prices and the value of their money having less worth, the public will not only
feel the pinch they will be impoverished destitute and without jobs as the elite siphon more and
more money from the system buying property and commodity goods as well as physical gold
and silver and assets from the public trust that they otherwise would never posses providing
these few with more and more power, with a sell out easily purchased political regime put in
place to do their bidding, and if they refuse the media owned by these elite will smear and
slander and manipulate and run into the ground any opposition to this new way of punitive
living, all the while the FED CFR and their elite masters will employ and put into place a Police
State ready and willing to do their S/S and Gestapo like bidding. They are training you no for
this acceptance through the use of the TSA.
These bastards, created the deaths and the destruction of the World Trade Center Buildings on
9/11 to impose the rational for imposing war measures, and compliance to obtain a power
surge on the part of the governments to do the elites business of putting the public into such
hysteria that the public would comply and be accepting of any measures they would bring forth,
and they’re only partially through with their intended process of gaining a New World Order
where they are the ruling party and the world is only theirs and theirs alone. Then the
population will be decimated and cut down to size, with prison camps placed in as many local
areas as they decide.
Alex Jones has a solid case when you look at the emerging behavior of these government
employees and politicians along with the banksters of the day and the elite that rule over them.
Max Keiser suggests that the one way to bring down these thieves is to “crash JP Morgan buy
silver” a physical silver purchase of 1 ounce of silver is a nail in their coffin and a bullet to their
heart. Do it today, buy a silver 1 oz bullet and you may just be saving the world from these
devils.
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CrisisJones Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 1:29 pm

And where is Fox News on this outrage?
Please Pass the Gravy…Thanksgiving Dinner at the Obama’s
Like many Americans on Thanksgiving Day the Obama family will sit down with family and
friends to a feast of grand portions and watch a bit of football.
–We are not having a Feast Of Grand Portions Mr. President, we couldn’t even afford a turkey.

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 1:57 pm

I am morning the loss of part of my relatives freedom (one side of my family is Blackfoot and
Shoshone) and the lose of all of our freedoms. I am thankful to be human though, be capable
of loving kindness with wisdom. Today I pray we all will wakeup to the demon of greed, hate,
lust, envy, ignorance and jealousy that has possessed our world and start driving the demon
out with wisdom and loving kindness. Wisdom and loving kindness does not mean play nice, it
may mean having to defend our country with physical violence, hopefully this won’t happen.
Rather we can stop feeding the monster through negative behaviors and mind states and stop
feeding it with out time and money. Opt out of the corporate psychopathic system! Lets go back
to our community and support ourselves rather then depending on the government and big
transnational corporations/banks to take care of us. The Elites see us as livestock to be fattened
and eaten. Time to go wild!

dracula Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 3:53 pm

say cousin does it look like a good day or to fight and be free as my brethren did when they
tricked CUSTER INTO a trap
so now it time to take back this country
for RUSSEL MEANS IS RIGHT THE WHOLE COUNTRY IS GOING THE WAY OUR ANCESTORS
WERE TREATED PUT ON A FEMA REZ OF DEATH \
NOTHING HAS CHANGED TIL WE STAND UP AND SAY HELL NO TO THESE BASTARDS THE
JESUIT PRIEST RUN NEW WORLD FKOVER

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 5:22 pm

I’m doing my part to fight this takeover in a peaceful way. I do not spend my money buying
products like large transnational corporations. I buy what ever I need in my community, mostly
secondhand and I grow and cook most of my food. I’m looking to produce my own energy soon
with a small hydro-generator and solar panels. We do what we can, easiest way to fight these
monsters is not to spend your money in their system and don’t fear or hate them. They are to
be pitied because they will pay for their wrong doings. The law of nature is cause and effect.
What you sow you shall reap. We are now all American no matter where our ancestors came
from. We are all going to be or are now enslaved and must fight to win back our freedoms.

AnnaLynn Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:15 pm

Does anyone ever wonder who Obama (a Satanist) gives thanks to at “Thanksgiving”? Does
anyone ever wonder why the Satanic government celebrates and sanctions “Christian” holidays
when they are Luciferian?? (Hint: because NONE of the holidays celebrated in America are truly
Christian! They are ancient pagan celebrations that have been DISGUISED as “christian”.
Christian Holidays are ancient pagan feasts that were ushered in by the Roman Catholic Church
during the rule of emperor Constantine. Constantine was a pagan sun-worshipper who had a
“Christian experience” that wanted to unite his empire, both Christian and pagan together. He
achieved this by re-writing history and re-naming pagan feasts with Christian names. ChristMass means “Death of Christ” not BIRTH! Easter is the Queen of Heaven, or Ashter the fertility
goddess. And Thanksgiving is no less pagan. The story we all got brainwashed with in school
about the pilgrims and indians is a partial truth mixed with a HUGE lie.
The pagans in Rome celebrated their thanksgiving in early October. The holiday was dedicated
to the goddess of the harvest, Ceres, and the holiday was called Cerelia. The Catholic church
took over the pagan holiday and it became well established in England, where some of the
pagan customs and rituals for this day were observed long after the Roman Empire had
disappeared. In England the “Harvest Home” has been observed continuously for centuries.
In our own hemisphere, among the Aztecs of Mexico, the harvest took on a grimmer aspect.
Each year a young girl, a representation of Xilonen, The goddess of the new corn, was
beheaded. The Pawnees also sacrificed a girl. In a more temperate mood, the Cherokees of the
American Southeast danced the Green Corn Dance and began the new year at harvest’s end.
No wonder Chief Massasoit and his ninety braves felt right at home with the Pilgrim Fathers on
that day in 1621!! Obviously, the idea for this “first Thanksgiving” did not just “pop” into the
mind of Governor Bradford as most people believe! On the contrary Thanksgiving, in the guise
of the pagan harvest festivals, can be traced right back to ancient Babylon and the worship of
Semiramis!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:22 pm

Rock On Anna!

Dre4dwolf Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 2:26 pm

Thats just gross, seriously … seriously gross.
What a bunch of douchebags.

TiredFarmer Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 2:44 pm

Want to stop this crap? Quit feeding the Leviathan!

dracula Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 3:55 pm
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AS IN THE WORDS OF ONE OF MY ANCESTORS DO YOU WANT TO BE FREE
THEN LETS GIVE TO THEM
I JUST CHANGED THE WORDS AROUND FOR WHAT HE SAID WILLIAM WALLACE

dracula Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 3:57 pm

LETS TAKE IT TO THEM AND GIVE THEM WHAT THEY DESERVE I AM NOT A GOVT FLUNKY
BUT I BELIEVE WE ARE TO DO WHAT WAS DICTATED IN THE CONSTITUTION OF OUR
COUNTRY I AM A FREE AMERICAN ONLY IF I WILL FIGHT AND TEAR DOWN TYRANTS WHO
DESTROY OUR COUNTRY

Frances Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 4:00 pm

This is not America this is hell, devil’s run lose,. I really feel for this young lady.
Just don’t fly at all, why should you put up with this crazy crap.

chevydog Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 5:14 pm

I had an adult male friend who had really bad hemerhoids. He needed a pad because
sometimes they would bleed. I guess that would be considered a scare as well and he would be
taken aside and have his butt hole checked. I am so disgusted by all of this. Average people
just trying to catch a flight are being really abused. There is no reasonable grounds to grope
crotches and butts, and feel up breasts. It is insane.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 5:35 pm

It’s PUNISHMENT.
Don’t accept everything they are shoving down our throats? They’ll show you, they will rape
your little girls and force you to watch.
If they are allowed to get away with this, there will be total hell on earth.
Cops walking into people’s homes, anytime they want and raping your wife or your daughters
while you sit there with your mouth shut and are forced to watch.
And you will just take it. (Until they decide that you are no longer of any value.)
Where are our leaders raising hell over this? Right, they are enjoying a nice turkey dinner with
all the trimmings while the slaves go hungry.
“Let them eat cake?” Now it is, “Let them eat shiit”
How’s it taste AMERICA?

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 6:08 pm

This site is heavily censored

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 6:31 pm

They didn’t censor that.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:13 pm

nor this

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:00 pm

There is a learning curve where you have to figure out what you are allowed to say and what
you can’t. I get my post pulled when I say I’m going the hit a TSA agent for touching my
private areas.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:11 pm

A guy punches a TSA agent, Gets arrested, and then says that Alex Jones’ website told him to
do it.
Let’s be wise as Serpents, though harmless as Doves.
(You’ll know when it’s time to start swinging, I have a feeling.)
Peace Brother.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:14 pm

I refered to the vast majority of Americans as cowards for allowing this s---.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:26 pm

Even a coward fights when the hair stands up on the back of his neck.
Fight Or Flight, but you have nowhere to Fly to America. You can either sit there crapping your
pants until they come to your door, or you can STAND UP NOW!
Fortune favors the BRAVE! and GOD HATES a Coward!
@ James,
Cheers Mate!

CrisisJones Says:
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November 25th, 2010 at 6:16 pm

First Planes — Are Screenings for Trains and Boats Far Behind?
“Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano hints that the controversial body scanners and
pat-downs that have caused an uproar at airports could be coming to a train station, port or
subway near you.”
-And then it will be your home.
-And then will be separating our children from their parents to be raised in razor wired facilities.
Please learn to say; “NO”, America.
Resist! Refuse! They are going to kill you and take your children to rape factories (Huh Huh,
This guy’s crazy, they would never rape our little kids……) /forced labor camps.
You really want your kids living in cages away from their parents eating ‘Long pork’, (Human
flesh) like they do in North Korea?
The Constitution And Bill Of Rights still exist. Use them to throw these criminals into prison.
(While you are still allowed to talk to each other.)
Use your Retirement money to fight them. (“I ain’t givin up MY retirement cause you told me
to”. That’s right, they are TAKING IT.)
Use every resource you can muster or the TSA/FEMA train ride is next.
To our Military; “Please come home while you can still legally travel” (America really need’s
your help here.)

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 6:21 pm

(The TSA are there to help herd you to planes, trains and buses)
When they are all in place, airports/train stations/ bus terminals, that’s when the round up will
start.
If you do not STAND UP NOW you will never get another chance.
You will not be listening to Alex next year, you will be dead or in a concentration camp.
And your kids will have no one left to FIGHT FOR THEM!

CrisisJones Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:00 pm

Ozzy Osbourne — Life Won’t Wait
I watch it all change,
Take the news of the day
And throw it away
Time will kill all the pain,
Fate will cure the decay of all this blind ambition,
The greed brings us together
Stand strong,
Stay true,
Be brave,
It all comes down to you
Try to just let it go,
Know that just is too slow,
But it comes in the end
Rise, the guilty will fall,
Stay, they can’t take it all; they want the unimportant,
It’s love they leave behind
Stand up,
Aim true,
Keep heart,
The future looks to you
Every second you throw away,
Every minute of every day,
Don’t get caught in a memory,
‘Cause life won’t wait for you,
No, life won’t wait for you, my friend
I’m watching the change,
Who will carry the flame?
It all feels very strange
Dreams that men can be good,
Faith to live as we should and know we’re all connected,
We give ourselves the power
Stand strong,
Stay true,
Be brave,
It all comes down to you
Every day that you wait, you’re falling faster,
No slide of hand,
No twist of fate,
No ever after
When it’s gone, it’s gone,
I’ll fight ’til the bitter end,
Life won’t wait for you,
No, life won’t wait for you, my friend
[Guitar Solo]
Life won’t wait for you, my friend
Life won’t wait for you, my friend
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Life won’t wait for you, my friend
Life won’t wait for you, my friend
-Thanks Ozzy for all of the Wisdom that you have shared with us over the decades..
We Love You!

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:20 pm

Is it any wonder that TPTB hold the masses in such contempt when they fully understand how
easy it is to turn them against one another.
These people neve get their hands dirty. The morinic herd are more than willing to commit evil
on their behalf>

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:28 pm

Well I see little light bulbs fully ablaze over the heads of the cattle now.
I can here people all over the country saying; “WTF?!” “You did what to that little girl?!”
Oh, HELL NO!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:34 pm

Hey Bill, Don’t you work for the TSA down at the airport?
Yea, why? What’s up?
You doin pat downs?
Yea.
You pattin down little kids?
Yea, why man? It’s my job, What’s uP
It’s your job to molest little kids?
Uh.. Uh..
Come on Bill, get in the car, we’re going for a little ride.

AnnaLynn Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:31 pm

“He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under the shadow of the
Almighty. I will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress; My God, in Him I will trust.”
Surely He shall deliver you from the snare of the fowler and from the perilous pestilence. He
shall cover you with His feathers, and under His wings you shall take refuge; His truth shall be
your shield and buckler. You shall not be afraid of the terror by night nor of the arrow that flies
by day, nor of the pestilence that walks in darkness, nor of the destruction that lays waste at
noonday.
A thousand may fall at your side, and ten thousand at your right hand; But it shall not come
near you. Only with your eyes shall you look, And see the reward of the wicked.
Because you have made the Lord, who is my refuge, even the Most High, your dwelling place,
No evil shall befall you, Nor shall any plague come near your dwelling; For He shall give His
angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways. In their hands they shall bear you up, lest
you dash your foot against a stone. You shall tread upon the lion and the cobra, the young lion
and the serpent you shall trample underfoot.
“Because he has set his love upon Me, therefore I will deliver him; I will set him on high,
because he has known My name. He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him; I will be with
him in trouble; I will deliver him and honor him. With long life I will satisfy him, and show him
My salvation.” ~Psalm 91

Leave it to Beaver Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:39 pm

They are “probing with bayonets until they meet resistance”. The public is being pushed into a
corner, until they can be pushed no more.
I sometimes wonder if this isn’t like the movie Trading Places where two rich old tycoons turn
the lives of two people completely upside down over a $1 bet. Maybe a couple of elites have a
bet how much humiliation the public will permit. They are probably laughing their asses off right
now at the indignities people suffer.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:56 pm

I tend to think that they require oxygen tanks to keep them from passing out from the fear and
anxiety.
They put on their Brave Faces though when they talk to the 200 million gun owners in this
country.
You don’t like getting rrrrrrappppppppedddd in the aaa ii rr pppppp ooo rts?
Well screw off America, we are not only going to rapes yous in the airport, no we’s is gonna
getcha kids at the trains station and bus termimnals. So there Biitch!
Happy Thanksgiving,
Janet Napalitano.

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:41 pm
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Censored again. I kid you not this site is more censored than the UK Mainstream Newspaper
Blogs.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:50 pm

Hey James, Just an idea here, log out and then log back. Maybe that will help.
Sometimes I can’t see postings that I have made after refreshing, then I can see them after I
log out/in.
Sounds more like a very slight glitch than anything else to me.
Hope that helps.

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:49 pm

Is Alex a holographic programme?
Whatihim on: Is America Becoming a Tyranny – a short interview with RT posted on this site
yesterday.
Watch from 2.15 to about 2.40 to see a glitch in the programme

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 7:50 pm

Whatch him on:

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:08 pm

Good Eye James!
Yes Alex is a holographic image being transmitted from a galaxy far, far away.
Very impressive observations. There might be a future for you with some top secret spy agency
some day.
Keep up the good work!

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:25 pm

Thanks Crisis. I would be gratefull if you would put a word in for me with whoever your with!

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:28 pm

PS first stage of truth – ridicule!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:41 pm

I’m not picking on you Man.
I was simply pointing out that you seem a bit – Paranoid.
First you are getting “Censored”, and then you announce that Alex is a “Hologram”.

Leave it to Beaver Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:27 pm

Planet of the Apes (1968 movie)
George Taylor: “Take your stinking paws off me, you damned dirty ape!”

Leave it to Beaver Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:59 pm

“Take your stinking paws off me, you damned dirty ape!”
That would look good printed on a T-shirt.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:16 pm

Set it up Beav.
Give us the link and I will GLADLY buy a DOZEN of them.
EVERYWHERE I GO!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:17 pm

And will wear them.
(Remember, I’m dyslexic.)

IamGreg Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:06 pm

It would look even better under a picture of Obama.

Bonnie Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:28 pm

As they begin implementing their expansion to trains, buses, etc. they’ll start with the vacation
travelers, infrequent sporting events, etc., then daily travelers in lower income areas, but when
they start hitting affluent towns like Greenwich, New Canaan, Westport in CT full of Wall Street
Journal reading NYC commuters going through Grand Central Terminal in NYC, they will hit a
wall. These people have connections and/or the money to take lawsuits to the supreme court.
Ultimately, their path is doomed to fail, once they start hitting regular travelers who have
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money and clout. Plus, the subway system in NYC is chaotic and fast moving and those New
Yorkers aren’t meek midwestern grandmas visiting their grandkids or polite business travelers.
It’s just a matter of time until they regularly hit a populace that has the means to beat them at
their own game and then they’ll be stopped, if we can’t get it stopped before then. Their path is
doomed to fail…they just haven’t pushed the buttons of the people they know can and will stop
them.
Pride goes before destruction and a haughty spirit before a fall. (Joseph Addison)

Leave it to Beaver Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:05 pm

“Pride is before a crash, and a haughty spirit before stumbling.”
- Proverbs 16:18

bmonteith1 Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:24 pm

“Everything is broken”
-Bob Dylan

Vitamin Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:39 pm

America is so funny. You lot have no std of living, no privacy, no freedom, no understanding, no
safety, but all believe the opposite. I hope St Murdoch’s Sarah Plain wins, so your country can
go back to giving even more humour to the world, and relief, knowing that even in our down
times, our countries will never be as depressing as your excuse for a nation. Go Mama Bear!

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:49 pm

How ridiculous> The terrorists hate their freedoms and thier standard of living

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 8:52 pm

Huh. Now you attack us James?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:25 pm

I may be a bit paranoid – but thats fine. But please try to understand that the Brits have a
sense of humour and understand irony.
Of course I know Alex is not a hologram – but I have lost a few posts
Attack you in which way? and who is Us? do you seek to represent the ignorant masses who
buy into the ‘they hate our freedoms’ BS

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:36 pm

Well James,
I never sought to represent anyone.
“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day, Teach him to fish…… And.”
Maybe it was choking on all of the barium salts and whatever else they are SPRAYING US that
basically said; “Wow, they are crop dusting the whole country with TOXIC shiit”
Why would I not give my all when I still have breath in my lungs?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:48 pm

Seems to be a glitch in your programme Crisis. Your response is not computable

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:48 pm

Kirk Out.

IamGreg Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:24 pm

Funny to see an individual from the U.K. criticize the people of America when their own
sovereignty was sold to the E.U., their nation taken over by Islam, and every over-taxed citizen
in the U.K. wakes up and goes to bed with a surveillance camera pointed at them. And through
it all they uttered not a single word of protest. Yeah, tell us more about freedom Mr. U.K.
citizen.

Leave it to Beaver Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:13 pm

Zombie slaves watching
Dancing With the Stars,
Sunday Night Football.
Buy their lotto tickets,
dream of a big house
full of pretty things.
Work, work, pay, pay.
Weekend is for play.
Zombie slaves sleep on.

Leave it to Beaver Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:27 pm

Scientists Turn Cockroaches Into Zombie Slaves
Israeli scientists have figured out how to turn cockroaches into zombie slaves.
They’re replicated the mysterious power of the jewel wasp, also known as the emerald
cockroach wasp, which incorporates the cockroach into its reproductive cycle in a most
gruesome way.
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Most parasitic wasps paralyze their victims, but the jewel wasp’s sting mysteriously leaves a
cockroach able to walk, yet robbed of all free will.
The wasp leads the zombie roach back to its lair, lays an egg in the poor creature and then lets
the wasp larva eat the roach alive from the inside out.
• Click here to watch a video clip of a wasp zombifying a cockroach.
The Israeli team, led by Frederic Libersat of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, discovered
that a synthetic form of the neurotransmitter octopamine freed stung cockroaches from their
zombie-like state.
They then injected other roaches with compounds that blocked octopamine — and turned them
into docile zombies.
foxnews.com/story/0,2933,314321,00.html

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:34 pm

So you either understand the significance of this story – or you have been injected.
Everything seems clear to me now

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:40 pm

Holy Shiit!!!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:43 pm

So it isn’t true that they have isolated compounds that can rob a creature of “All Free Will”?
Get you cockroach flu shot folks. -It’s for your own good.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:43 pm

James?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:50 pm

Now I know why I am a bad machine. I skipped on my shots

Leave it to Beaver Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:58 pm

Evidently the wanna-be masters put their scientists to work on methods to control the rest of
us. Does radiation induce docility? Can latex gloves be impregnated with a chemical or
biological agent to make a zombie slave by skin contact? The only thing I really know is that I
need another drink.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:17 pm

Oh so if we don’t take the Shots James, we will be further punished? Raping our Children isn’t
enough to satisfy your lunatic hunger?
Clearly you do not understand that the Sleeping Giant is Awake and Very Pissed Off!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:08 pm

PS, Cockroaches have an extra Ganglia that we don’t have. (Which is why it’s nearly impossible
to wipe them out)
If they can control a creature’s nervous system that possesses an extra ganglia, mammals will
be quite easy indeed.
Who won the game tonight?

IamGreg Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:27 pm

Between television and pharmaceuticals 75% of the population are already zombies. Fat
zombies at that.

bmonteith1 Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:26 pm

Most all infringements on peoples rights and liberties are beta tested in Jolly ole’ England.

Leave it to Beaver Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 9:59 pm

ISRAEL

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:06 pm

Maybe this sheds some light on what J Edgar Hoover was refering to when he said:
‘ The individual is handicapped by coming face to face with a conspiracy so monstrous he
cannot believe it exists.’

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:23 pm

Fuk Your Fear Tactics Devil!
We are shaking with rage like an animal in a cage.
You cannot scare us after you rape our kids. You better get ready to get FUKD UP!

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:30 pm

Your breaking up again Crisis. Try doubling your meds!
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CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:45 pm

I don’t take your “Spell in a Pill”.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:48 pm

Oh, And ‘Whistling Past The Graveyard” has never been a source of Salvation.

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:35 pm

I can only conclude from your inappropiate responses that you are either a computer
programme with limited human comprehension – or your a shill – or simply nutts

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:36 pm

but fun to play with

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:46 pm

And we can conclude that you are probably a genetically deprived teeth grinder.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:50 pm

seem to be having a bit of a crisis – jones

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:51 pm

In what way?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:52 pm

Wow, just looked at your prior responses. You really do need to upgrade your programme. Your
responses are not suitable for inteligent debate,

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:54 pm

And how does that make you feel?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:03 pm

disappointed

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:09 pm

You should be. You have been a disappointment to us your whole life.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:12 pm

try switching to manual before upgrade

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:14 pm

Upgrade of what James?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:19 pm

I must say that I was impressed at first> But your near perfect grammer and limited response
capability give ‘you’ away.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:22 pm

If I improve my grammar would that make you happy James?

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:24 pm

You already did – interesting

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:25 pm

Yes very interesting. You are a first class fruitcake!

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:28 pm

Thank you. I like friutcake

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:31 pm

Do you like my poem Crisis. I changed the last line for you!
Global warming
Toxic waters form noxious seas
Oceans writhe, brought to their knees
Talk about the common land
What once gave life is turned to sand
The bees are gone the birds retreat
Precious stock not good to eat
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Whilst ruin falls on every land
Seek to fault the common man
The truth is known and plain to see
It was big corp – not you nor me
Yes, it was they that killed the humble bee
It was they that poisoned you and me
It was they that turned the rivers black
And took the shirt from off your back
Forget about this man made lie
For it’s they rain poison from the sky
Next time you hear this fabled myth
Sit back relax and have a spliff 0-0

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:35 pm

Actually I prefer works of art that depict – Life – Not death.
No Thank You.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:40 pm

How about this one – i have called it Crisis.
CRISIS
Wax work dummies
Talking heads
Paid for whores
Satan’s men
They spew their evil
On live TV
Vile and putrid for all to see
We pay their salaries
They steal lots more
Reviled by many
Despised by more
Their time will come
To pay account
With interest due
The pressure mounts
These empty shells
Who sold their souls
Must pay the price
The story goes
Their names are know
Throughout the land
When karma calls
They’ll stand – not grand
Pay heed to those
That join the fray
They seek what’s owed
But can you pay!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:43 pm

Well you are still focusing on death like the murals at DIA.
We prefer to envisage Life for ourselves and our progeny.
So again, No Thank You.

fflubot Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 7:57 am

this whole discussion reminds me of the “doctor” mode in emacs….

jameswaterwolf Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 10:36 pm

This has become a monster, this “protecting us” bullcrap. The public have become victims of
bad judgement and sick solutions. It is quite plain and obvious that the people in power are nut
cases. Lobotomies or inbreeding must be a prerequisite to holding gov’t office positions. People,
next election ,vote for a human like Ron Paul and not the “Same Old- Same Old” dirt, who sleep
in the same beds. Einstien would be proud of you for not doing the same thing over and over
and expecting a different outcome.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:47 pm

So you won’t like this one then – not even for content?
Tony, Bono, Geldoff and Gore
Iraq, Asia, Africa, – nothing said at home
Our Honors and our privileges shield us from your scorn
One big happy family come and join the club
To sell your soul to Lucifers’ the only little rub
Reduce the Prolo numbers now they’ve served the cause
Better left unspoken, unless behind closed doors
Give them bread and circus, idols by the score
Fluoride in the water helps us even more
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GM food, of course its good, one step at a time
Aspartame for the little ones to help them tow the line
We know they’re hard of thinking
So let’s not pay to care
The game is done – the party’s won
Yours sincerely
Tony, Bono, Geldoff and Gore

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:00 am

Content?
I got not clue which Tony you are referring to, That washed up has been from Vegas? Bono is a
UN Whore, Geldoff was washed up in the seventies after Pink Floyd had to leave him behind,
and Gore?
These are the heavy hitters you break out?
Bono the Singer turned cult leader? Gore the crook turned cult leader? Geldoff?, Nevermind.
You guys are seriously hurting if you think that we will let our Children continue to be raped
cause Al Gore said it was – Good for the earth.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:07 am

Are you fcking nutts. What is it in my post or poems makes you think I support the opposite of
what you intimate. Read and understand you fck wit.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:10 am

Oh I get it – I forgot. You people ahave no sense of irony.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:15 am

Tony Blair – not fcking Tony Bennit!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 2:20 am

Bummer, I’d prefer to hang out with Tony Bennett.

james-uk Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:00 pm

The way I see things: Most Americans never travel overseas. Therefor they have no idea how
most people on the planet live. Like the billions of world citizens living on less than a $100 a
month.
Now the family silver has gone and it aint coming back, so the good people of the US have to
reduce their living standards to unthinkable levels. Eventually they will be reduced in numbers
as they have become fat and less capable than other peoples of other nations.
Now nobody said that your going to like it and thats why the police state is needed.

red_dust Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:38 pm

Many many of us do and we have folks living all over the world. One thing we do have is many
of us are still close to the land. We are only a few generations removed from those who left
Europe and made their homes here in the wilderness. Keep an open mind James, we are
waking up.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:44 pm

I really hope so – good to hear

Debt Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:08 pm

I’ve read the posts and determined to refuse the radiation scanners and overzealeous groping
of the TSA. However, my family has indicated to me that I’m just an alarmist, who is over
sensitive to the government’s prodding or x-ray scanning devices.
I’m sorry for them. I will not succumb to the over the top searches. I’ve been in law
enforcement for over 30 years.
I know my rights. Obviously my family and the sheeple don’t understand their constitutional
rights. Their bad.
Anyone who gives up their 4th amendment rights deserves the tyranny.

jameswaterwolf Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:29 pm

I’m glad to hear that guys like you stick to their morals and never waver from righteousness.
My family has fought through two wars to keep my freedom and I’m not letting that slip away
by being compliacent. My surnames’ motto is “Be Just and Fear Not” and I will honour its
words.

Flay Swelter Says:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:29 pm

I’m shocked at the choice that Americans have at the airport: be exposed to high non-medical
doses of radiation, or be sexually molested. It is certain that we will have these systems in
place soon here in England. I will be flying to New Zealand soon to visit my sister but if I am
offered the choice of going through a porno machine or having my genitals felt up, I will strip
down to my boxer shorts in public and fart in the faces of these thugs. I will wear a pair of
socks for two weeks before I travel and shove them in the face of any ’security’ staff. And
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James, I think you should show a little more solidarity towards our American cousins. The
general rule is that what happens over there, happens here.
It is obvious that these ’security’ measures are social conditioning to get us used to submitting
to the petty will of the police state authorities.

james-uk Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:36 pm

My solidarity is shown by pointing out the truth. If that is undesirable then the pending reality is
worse.
Being ignorant is no defense. As a Brit i am only too aware that we are not far behind. Infact
we are ahead on many issues.

IamGreg Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:56 pm

Uh, James, you’re an Islamic puppet state ruled by the European Union. You’ve been in
checkmate for a decade. Time to wake up and face reality.

Flay Swelter Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:01 am

James, I am also a Brit. I’m a proud Geordie. IamGreg is correct.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:11 am

OK, I am all ears. How is the UK an Islamic puppet state?

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 2:04 am

(Please pardon my answering out of place Flay.)
James, How is it not?
You have even less freedom than we do. That is Naziism which is identical to Islamo Fascism.
Doesn’t really matter what you call oppression though, it’s all the same.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:01 am

Ok James. Go to bed, and don’t forget to feed your goldfish.

james-uk Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:01 am

Europen Union – yes ofcourse. But Islamic puppet state where the fck do you get that from?

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:03 am

Oh, as I said if you can comprehend basic language – we are ahead on many issues.
But not on this issue which is having wifes and children sexualy molested by fat ugly perverts>

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:07 am

Cause the islamics have invaded Europe like the Mexicans have invaded America. You REALLY
hadn’t noticed the tens of millions of extra Arabs?

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:08 am

You have Sharia Law Courts in England Man!
Are you REALLY THAT FUKN STUPID?!

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:25 am

Now you are fking stupid. First you think the US is 9000 miles from the UK. And you also think
that in a country of 70 million we have 10s of millions of extra Arabs – fcking nutter!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:58 am

We were talking about The Soviet States Of Europe. Remember?
IamGreg Reply:
November 25th, 2010 at 11:56 pm
Uh, James, you’re an Islamic puppet state ruled by the European Union.
*You CAN figure this out James, Take your time. (Wouldn’t want to strain yourself.)

james-uk Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:04 am

Then a gain as a mongral race of dumb brash loud mouthed fcks why should I expect you to
undrstand s---!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:13 am

Yea, WE are dumb but you live in the UK and needed someone 9000 miles away to tell you
what was going on around you.
1- 0

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:14 am

LOL! That was awesome, CJ.
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james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:18 am

9000 miles and where would that be my typical geopgraphicaly ilitereate brother

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:24 am

Well what lies 9000 miles away from you? (Take your pick.)

Flay Swelter Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:11 am

James, I agree with with CrisisJones. Stop bad mouthing the Americans. We are not ‘ahead on
many issues’. Our country is ruled by the EU soviets.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:17 am

It’s okay, brother. We can duel with one another here but the U.S. and the U.K. will always be
allies. James is just slow. Riding the short yellow bus slow.

Flay Swelter Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:20 am

Damn right, Greg. If we show solidarity, we can overcome the impending police state. We
should respect our cultural differences, and fight the NWO together.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:21 am

Amen

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:32 am

There is no fcking cultur in the UK. Or havent you been out lately.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:39 am

There is PLENTY of CULTURE in England! You just want people to think that Culture/Art is DEAD
to add to their misery.
We ain’t buyin it.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:45 am

would that be Arab culture Crisis

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:48 am

UK culture: sitting at home drinking cheap booze from the supermarket whilst watching xfactor
or football.
Now that is a fking fact.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:49 am

I actually Love the Arab Culture. There is much Wisdom there. You have English Culture though
too right?
Or is it like a North Korea style oppression where every walks around so depressed that suicide
is never far from mind?
I’m not joking here James, the life is being sucked out of all of us. If you could elaborate on the
state of mind of the average person where you are is, I think it would be helpful for people to
hear you describe it.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:56 am

Sitting around with cheap booze from the supermarket sounds a lot like America.
Here it is sports and poverty that keeps them glued.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:08 am

Everone is being forced into submission. Taxi drivers will tell you ‘nobody goes out now mate –
it is cheaper to get drunk at home.’
Anyone from any part of the country will tell you that the pubs are empty – if they haven’t been
closed down already.
People look downtrodden. One just has to look at peoples faces. There is no joy.
People with school age children are at their witts end. letters from school every day with
demands and instructions.
Speed cameras and cctv everywhere.
Need i go on?

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:15 am

That sounds like nazi Germany. And Yes, I understood what you meant about being ahead of
us. (Chronologically, of course)
Well, at least you can talk to us.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:41 am
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Been an interesting day. But if this is the level of debate and awareness typical of anti NWO
warriors then I refer you to verse from one of my poems and bid you all good day – infact have
a good life
We know they’re hard of thinking
So let’s not pay to care
The game is done – the party’s won
Yours sincerely
Tony, Bono, Geldoff and Gore

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:17 am

Further down the line fckwit. ahead – like with more CCTV and 3000 draconian laws.
Geordies not know for inteligence!

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:20 am

You misspelled intelligence. Now what was that you were saying about Geordies?

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:21 am

well send me back to school

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:28 am

.. He’… Misspelled – ‘Intelligent’ with a demeaning tone… LOL!!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:30 am

Oh, sorry James, ‘Intelligent’ is the root word of ‘Intelligence’.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:33 am

I thought you were Schoolin us James.

Flay Swelter Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:28 am

James, I have an honours degree in linguistics and can help you should you wish. I can also
teach you Spanish and French if you’d like to understand the languages of our neighbours. No
hard feelings, mate.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:33 am

I doubt it. I have never met a geordie with a degree

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:40 am

You’ve probably have never met ANYONE with a degree James.

Flay Swelter Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:48 am

Like I said, no hard feelings. I am proud of my regional identity and I hope you are proud of
yours. To get back on topic, we must support the resistance that the Americans are showing
through the ‘opt out’ at airports. Without doubt these mechanisms will be extended to other
types of transport such as rail and sea. It’s a rolling effect. They introduce draconian rules and
then they apply said rules to other types of transport. We must defend our right to freedom of
movement without being exposed to high levels of non-medical radiation or sexually humiliating
searches.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:05 am

“It’s a rolling effect. They introduce draconian rules”- Flay
They, “Introduce”. So it’s an introduction. “Hi, nice to meet you, I am a draconian law”
“Whoa… back the fuk Up!” NO THANK YOU, you are FIRED!
Though the devil introduces himself to the people over and over again (You will know me in my
works) and the people say;
“Oh, you need to stick your hand in my little girls underwear before you will ALLOW me to get
on this plane?, Ok.”
Mind numbing submission.

Flay Swelter Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:27 am

Mate, I have a 12 yr old daughter and a 72 yr old mother. I am a peaceful bloke. If an
undertrained ’security’ officer even dares to put their fingers on my family just because I want
to visit other members of my family in New Zealand and Canada then how am i supposed to
react? Freedom of movement is our right. I recognise that security is also important, but
radiation and sexual groping is beyond any security measure.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:38 am

The whole point is to shut down the airports to public use.
When you piece the puzzle together and see that the;
“Easiest way to get someone to do what you want them to do is to have them WANT to do it”
then you will realize that we are in far deeper shiit than we think if we just sit here and let the
animals eat us.
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If you wanted some to WANT to stay out of the airports, you might say rape their kids and stick
them in radiation chambers for going inside one?
Only a fool would get near an Airport even if their JOBS depended on it.
The Congress needs to do their jobs!

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:39 am

And yes of course, You would go primitive on them for hurting your family.
This is how MOST of us feel, no doubt.

james-uk Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 12:57 am

I love England (UK) as it used to be. I am old enough to understand that it has been fked by
mass immigration and 13 years of a marxist government agenda.
I am proud of my history and regional id. However, I do not recognize what our once great
nation has become.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:01 am

At least now you’re making sense, James. And those of us across the pond feel the same damn
way about what is happening here.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:12 am

Yeah, sometimes I make my point poorly. I get angry with people (Americans and Brits) for
being so fking dumb>
My critisism is meant to be more of a kick in the ass.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:22 am

James, I’ll give you a piece of advice that may help you in the days ahead… when you’re in a
fox hole with a guy don’t piss on his leg.

james-uk Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:36 am

yes, but some people need to be pissed in order to feel the discomfort.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:42 am

James, you’re a friendly fire incident waiting to happen.

itchyvet Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:31 am

OMG, can’t believe the s---e I’m reading here, clearly Americans subscribe to mass lunacy.
WOW.
So your all pissed off with getting groped hey ? Actually not all, going by some posts, they LIKE
IT. Oh well, different strokes fer different folks I guess.
Getting back to the issue, if you don’t like the gropers groping you, simple.
STOP FLYING ! PERIOD. Once the dollars stop rolling in to the air line companies, how quick do
you think their lobbiests will run to Washignton with their sob stories ?
Crikey, are you folks so bloody dumb you can’t work this out fer yourselves ?
If so, tough titties, yer deserve everything coming your way, and believe me, it’s gonn be a
heck of a lot more then this, my friends.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:38 am

Sure that’s fine as a short term solution and many, many people have already stopped flying.
But like I said, that’s a short term solution. The only acceptable long term solution is that the
full body scans and the intrusive pat downs must be stopped. They’re unacceptable and a
violation of the 4th amendment of the Constitution. To be perfectly honest, the government
screwed up with these new security procedures. They lit a fuse that cannot be put out.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:45 am

Or as Khrushchev might say;
“They have tied a knot so tight that they cannot now untie it.”

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:47 am

Exactly. And bonus points for the historical reference.

Flay Swelter Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:46 am

itchyvet, if I want to see my family, then I have no choice but to fly. I live in England but I have
close family in New Zealand and Canada. Freedom of movement is a fundamental right. So
what do you suggest? Should I build a boat and try to row to the other side of our beautiful
planet, or should I give permission for my 12yr old daughter and my 72yr old mother to be
exposed to high levels of radiation/sexual groping? It’s very easy for you to say ‘don’t fly’, but if
I follow your advice, I would never be able to visit my sister, my nephew and niece, my brother
in law, or my cousins ever again. The TSA is setting up a system that has nothing to do with
security and everything to do with social control. I await your advice…..

gisellewilding Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:33 am

If we can’t beat them make their job really tough.
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Now I have smuggled concealed surgical scalples onto planes and into courts to prove a
point.Mainly in my a fold up mobile phone. Being metal they do not show,
All mobile phones must be taken apart. Look under the battery. The metal hides the scalple and
will get through the scanner.I HAVE OFTEN DONE IT. If you really want to attack someone take
the wooden handle disgusded as something else (make up, pen etc.) All laptops must be taken
appart and a scalple so easily fits into there. Why it maybe an old broken one; how do they
know? Could be in the battery or the drives. Stuck on to the top of the drive.
My medicine capsule could be taken apart and filled with explosives. Have to check all the
capsules going through. My bottle of antibiotics is really filled with chemical that when I take
apart the gelatin capsule I mix small amounts of very volitile chemicals that will explode.
Yes swallowing one won’t hurt me much so I can do that for you.
Then I have all the obsidian blades slipped in various places. Much sharper than any scalple and
the scanner won’t pick up granite. I have in my shoe. I have it in the hard cover of my book.
Very carefully did I prepare this cover and I can slip out the lethal blade. Oh it is also at the
base of my bags that I am taking on board. You know the ones with the stiff bases. Have to pull
all these types of bags apart.
All cameras must be examined as easy to slip the scalple into the battery holder etc.Or where
the memory card is. Or maybe it had the lens taken out and the scalples put behind.
Then maybe has it’s contents removed and filled with explosives.
All ladies lipsticks must be examined. They can come in metal cases or metal case. Or maybe
the scalple is slipped into the waxy lipstick; very messy to have to get his out.I can have many
lipsticks in bag and they could also be full of explosives. I also carry asthma inhalers and they
could be filled with explosive(the cannister) Empty out your masscara and put in explosives so
the should also be dissected
How about medication that has a foil backing. just add another layer of the backing and put the
scalple in between.Oh in all those little pockets in my bag I have different chemicals
Wear big metal dangly earrings that are popular now ( you know the big metal leaf shaped
ones. Put together with a scalple in between so all earrings like this have to be examined.
All big beads on necklaces could be capsule filled with explosive so these need to be examined.
Insist they do all these things for our safety.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:46 am

Overload their system. Brilliant Giselle. And peaceful.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:54 am

I don’t know. Popular or not, I’d look pretty silly in bug metal dangly earrings.

IamGreg Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:55 am

big metal dangly earring that is.

Flay Swelter Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 1:52 am

Giselle, many thanks. We MUST defend our right to freedom of movement

burnsey Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 2:11 am

Instead of a one off opt out day, we should have a weekly opt out day where no one flies on a
certain day every week. It should gradually get more popular and will hurt the airlines.

CrisisJones Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 2:37 am

Unless they offer Cheaper fares on the opt out days?
And what about those that cross the boycott line and fly on that day, are they going to meet
with reprisal and called traitors?
There is no way to stop a bully by negotiating with it.
Just my thoughts.
Best to All.

Pacal Balam Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 6:17 am

The TSA’s Diaper patrol will be increasingly busy but then it is more appropriate for them to
wallow in crap anyway;It’s their natural environment.

wiggins Reply:
November 26th, 2010 at 7:18 am

These tools are attracted to the job like flies to a festering sh1t, because of the power/control
they are afforded over honest citizens.

temple62 Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 7:21 am

On the count of three, pull out those suppositories folks! We’re the TSA and we’re going to
make your trip safe and enjoyable whether you like it or not! And all of this was Bush plan to
create a make-work agency and thereby reduce unemployment!

WilliamPenn Says:
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November 26th, 2010 at 7:29 am

You are powerless. Obama is laughing at you.

bigbig Says:
November 26th, 2010 at 7:53 am

Why am I not surprised that due to a religion that treats its women like s---, we are now doing
the same.
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